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Drug abuse awareness in school and village through rally and 
Nukkadd Natak (2018)

Unnat Bharat Abhiyan JUIT Waknaghat organized a ‘Anti
Dumehar & Richana Village. The campaign was conducted under the supervision of 
Faculty Coordinator Dr. Gopal Singh Bisht 
Shekhar along with the other 
objective is to make people
and the society’s health. The people of the village were apprised about the ill
of the intoxicant by giving them message through poste
rally the member of UBA chanted the slogan “Nasha naash ki jadd hai bhai, isne 
desh mai aag lagayii’. 

Many Government initiatives were shared
about NGO’s or “Nasha Muk
about the scheme and was also circulated to Graham Panchayat.
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Drug abuse awareness in school and village through rally and 
(2018) 

Unnat Bharat Abhiyan JUIT Waknaghat organized a ‘Anti-Drug’ campaign in 
Village. The campaign was conducted under the supervision of 

. Gopal Singh Bisht and the Student Coordinator 
other member of the UBA. In this campaign

people aware about the disastrous effect of drugs on individual 
and the society’s health. The people of the village were apprised about the ill

ving them message through poste, the Nukkad 
rally the member of UBA chanted the slogan “Nasha naash ki jadd hai bhai, isne 

Many Government initiatives were shared to them with an aim to spread awareness 
NGO’s or “Nasha Mukti Kendra”. Everyday a post was made containing a brief 

about the scheme and was also circulated to Graham Panchayat. 
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Faculty Co-ordinator   : Dr. Gopal Singh Bisht 

Student Co-ordinators: Diksha Pandey, Shashi Shekar 

 

 


